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Rethink.
REVOLUTIONIZE
 EVERY FITNESS EXPERIENCE TM

These mats are 
in all of my gyms!”
- Kim Lyons
Owner of Bionic Body Studio,
Fitness Expert, NASM CPT, PES, CES
Former Trainer on the hit show Biggest Loser

“
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ELEVATE
We provide the ultimate in comfort, support, cleanliness 
and durability.

Premium Performance
FitnessMats interact with the body by effectively 
suspending body weight and reducing impact and stress.

Keep your FitnessMat Sanitary
Inherently anti-microbial, FitnessMats are easily 
and thoroughly disinfected using any common gym 
sanitizing wipe or spray. The smooth surface keeps the 
FitnessMats effectively cleaned and they will not harbor 
bacteria in cracks or crevices.

Provide a Safer Environment
The ADA-compliant, 20-degree beveled edges of a 
FitnessMat will never curl, significantly reducing 
dangerous trip hazards.

7-Year Performance Warranty
FitnessMats are guaranteed to remain unmatched 
in comfort, always lay flat, never delaminate, never 
compress and never wear through for 7 years.

BACKED BY
CERTIFIED BY

Accredidations
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ATTRIBUTES
• Unmatched comfort
• Suspends body weight for incredible support
• Edges will never curl
• Easily sanitized and anti-microbial
• Safe, non-toxic and latex free
• Easy-to-clean and maintain
• Non-slip top and bottom
• Proudly manufactured in the USA
• 7-year performance warranty

Available in three sizes and colors:
4' × 2'2" × ⅝"
6' × 2.5' × ⅝"
5' × 2' × ⅝"

•  Ab/Floor Exercises
•  Stretching Areas
•  Free Weights 

•  Pilates/Yoga
•  Group Fitness
•  Advanced Exercises

•  Amenity Areas
•  Barre Classes
•  Home Fitness

APPLICATIONS

NEW!
that folds in half.A
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Provide the ultimate in comfort, support, cleanliness 
and durability. FitnessMats interact with the body by 
effectively suspending body weight and reducing impact 
and stress. Inherently anti-microbial, they are easily 
cleaned and thoroughly disinfected with any common 
gym sanitizer wipe or spray. With their comprehensive 
7-year warranty, FitnessMats are premium performance 
while dramatically reducing mat replacement costs. 

A healthy way of life®

6'×2.5' FitnessMat  

4'×2'2'' FitnessMat 

6'×2.5' FitnessMat (Brown) 
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Providing the ultimate in comfort, support, 
cleanliness and durability. MobileMat offers 
an integrated hinge seam and carrying handles 
for ease of portability and convenience. The 
FitnessMat that folds in half…The fitness 
enthusiast's go-to for yoga, Pilates, stretching 
and more.

Performance On The Go!

that folds in half.A
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• Minimum life expectancy is 7 years

• No costs associated with anti-microbial 
treatments or maintenance

• Estimated mat cost is $105.98 or

 $15.14 per year

7 
ye

ar
s

REPLACEMENT COSTS
Generic Fitness Mat

• Life expectancy is 1 year

• Additional anti-microbial treatments and 
maintenance costs

• Estimated annual cost is

 $50 per year

When amortized over the 7-year minimum life expectancy of a FitnessMat,
estimated annual cost per mat is $15.14 vs. $50 = $34.86 savings.

• Based on an estimated 20 mats per location

• 10 locations × $34.86 savings per mat = $6,972 in savings per year

• Save thousands of dollars in replacement costs while offering a healthier, maintenance-free and 
 superior mat experience

7 years
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Storage Options

CUSTOMIZE
FitnessMats offers custom branding options that allow you to personalize our mats with your logo, tag line, insignia, etc.
This professional and permanent detail will keep your name in front of your customer, further strengthening their 
connection with your brand.

Etching Options
• Perfect for custom mats in smaller quantities

• Creates a subtle, permanent image in color  
 that is several shades lighter than the mat

• Logo enclosed in a 4"×4" perimeter

• Permanent etching will not fade or peel

Hanging Options
• FitnessMats offers industry standard 
 19.5" hole spacing or the option to  

custom cut hanging holes to match your  
existing hanging system. (Available on 4'

 FitnessMats only)

• To conveniently assist in storage, wall 
mounted brackets are available for sale 
through a FitnessMat representative

• Due to our Advanced Polyurethane 
 Technology, no grommets or metal rings 

are necessary
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WARRANTY & CARE
Warranty
Only WellnessMats offers the most comprehensive “Best in Class” 7-year performance warranty. With our extensive and proven track record 

in commercial environments, we can confidently stand behind this guarantee. Besides normal manufacturer defects, WellnessMats warrants 
that all mats will:

 Remain Unmatched in Comfort
 WellnessMats provide the optimum in comfort and relief. The Advanced Polyurethane Technology (APT)™ polyurethane composite 

effectively suspends body weight, reducing impact on the back, legs, and feet, while encouraging proprioception (re-balancing). 
This exclusive advantage results in unmatched and consistent comfort for a minimum of 7 years. 

 Will Always Remain Flat
 The 20-degree, gradually-beveled edges of a WellnessMat will never roll up, which prevents dangerous trip hazards. Distinctive to 

WellnessMats, our APT includes 100% memory properties, meaning the mat is cured flat and will always remain flat.

 Never Delaminate
 The unique one-piece construction of a WellnessMat eliminates the need for glues or toxic bonding agents that often break down 

over time. Our mats will never separate, bubble up, ripple, or tear as a result of broken down glues.

 Never Compress
 WellnessMats have an unprecedented immediate recovery (bounce back) and are guaranteed to never lose their form. The one-

piece APT polyurethane construction will not compress (squish down), creating dangerous high and low spots, or lose resiliency. 
This results in consistent comfort, even where the most frequent standing occurs. 

 Never Wear Through
 Our advanced designs protect against high-traffic erosion. Deterioration is greatly reduced with our premium polyurethane 

products.

Care
Designed to provide comfort and well-being, WellnessMats require little to no special care. Clean it as you would your floor. It can be spot 
cleaned, swept, stick vacuumed (non-brushrolled) or mopped as needed. Most spills can easily be cleaned with a towel. For more difficult 
stains, WellnessMats can be cleaned with mild soap and water. 

Product Overview and Guidelines
With over 15 years of experience producing polyurethane products, WellnessMats are proudly and completely made in the USA. We comply 
with all stringent US regulations and guidelines, ensuring that the quality and materials are of the highest standard. All of our products are 
made from 100% pure polyurethane. Unlike any of our competitors, plasticizers or fillers that can be harmful or cause chemical reactions 
with flooring are not found in WellnessMats. Although extremely rare, our company research has discovered that some types of flooring that 
contain raw materials, such as licensed oil, may have a tendency to slightly discolor when covered. Similar results may occur with floors that 
may be sealed with non-urethane-based sealers. It is our recommendation that customers contact their floor supplier to learn more about 
their finish. WellnessMats, LLC is not responsible for any reaction between our products and floors. 

WellnessMats are sealed on both top and bottom, making them water resistant. It is important that care is taken to ensure a floor is 
completely dry before a WellnessMat is put in place. To help prevent mat movement, periodically clean the bottom of your WellnessMat.
For more information, visit our website or call Customer Service.

Enjoy your WellnessMat for many years to come!

Customer Service
For more information, visit our website www.wellnessmatsfitness.com
or call Customer Service at 800.981.4979
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ABOUT WELLNESSMATS
Today more than ever, consumers are aware of the importance of living a 
healthy lifestyle. Every form of media promotes this meaningful message 
and products that support it. At WellnessMats, we are proud to be a 
significant part of this “Healthy Way of Life” campaign, and to manufacture 
products that truly make a difference.

Since 2000, we have been successfully addressing the ergonomic concerns 
of many commercial industries. Our WellnessMats are the mat of choice 
for Homeland Security and TSA, and are widely advocated by healthcare 
professionals. Our products are commonly used in the hospitality, industrial, 
medical and health & spa industries, among others.

Our philosophy is simple; if we can address the health and safety concerns 
of millions of Americans in the workforce, then we can surely extend our 
expertise to consumers in many fitness centers and home settings.

At WellnessMats, we believe in doing things right. From innovation and 
continuous technological advancements to creative marketing and media 
campaigns, the foundation of our company is built on integrity and honesty. 
Being the manufacturer, we know every mat that is shipped, regardless 
of the account or customer, and every order is handled with the same 
commitment, care and concern. 

We are very fortunate to be apart of a movement that really influences so 
many lives. Every day, we receive dozens of testimonials and reviews about 
how our products have favorably enhanced lives of so many individuals.

“It has never been our vision to be the biggest, just the best!”
-Daniel J. Bouzide, Founder and President of WellnessMats

Made in America

We will never compromise our products, values, or integrity by looking for shortcuts. There is no doubt that many 
companies are enticed by the cheaper raw materials, unskilled labor, and the lack of stringent regulations when 
importing from overseas. We at WellnessMats strongly believe in producing the highest quality products, abiding by 
U.S. Government instilled guidelines, supporting our economy and keeping jobs in America.

Every WellnessMats employee is exceptionally proud of our 100% “Made in America” products and policies. Our 
strong sense of pride is clearly demonstrated in our marketing, media, and manufacturing campaigns. This synergy 
is contagious and reflected in every WellnessMat produced.
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Unmatched In Comfort...
• Edges will never curl
• Advanced Polyurethane Technology™ (APT)
• 3/4'' one-piece construction
• Non-slip top and bottom
• No-trip beveled edge (ADA-compliant)
• Inherently anti-microbial

• Puncture and heat-resistant
• Stain and dirt-resistant
• Easy to clean and maintain
• Safe, non-toxic and latex-free (No PVC or BPAs)
• Extended life-cycle and recyclable
• Proudly manufactured in the U.S.A.

Accepted by the American Podiatric Medical Association: The 
APMA Seal of Acceptance recognizes WellnessMats as beneficial to 
proper foot health and a significant value for daily foot care.

You Stand On It, We Stand Behind It: One of its kind, WellnessMats 
are the only mats on the market still today that offer a comprehensive 
7-year performance warranty.

Backed by the American Chiropractic Association: As a Corporate 
Partner with the ACA, WellnessMats works with thousands of 
chiropractors across America to educate people about the need for 
anti-fatigue flooring as part of the solution to address the epidemic 
of lower back pain.

Certified by the National Floor Safety Institute: The NFSI  certifies 
WellnessMats as having non-slip top and bottom surfaces.
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3' × 2' MSRP $119.95

6' × 2' MSRP $239.95

6' × 3' MSRP $299.95

5' × 4' MSRP $299.95

2' 90° corner MSRP $219.95

Motif Mat 
3' × 2'

MSRP $129.95
OVER 200 
FINISHES!Motif Mat 

6' × 2'
MSRP $259.95

Motif Mat 
3' × 2'

MSRP $129.95

Motif Mat 
6' × 2'

MSRP $259.95

Granite Mat 
3' × 2'

MSRP $129.95

Granite Mat 
6' × 2'

MSRP $259.95

Motif Mat 
3' × 2'

MSRP $119.95

Motif Mat 
6' × 2'

MSRP $239.95

Runner Series 
7.5' ‒ 9.5'

2FT $399.95
3FT $559.95

L-Series 
Up to  

16 Linear Ft.

2FT $619.95
3FT $839.95

stand•sit•kneel
22" × 18" MSRP $69.95

5' × 2' MSRP $199.95

4' × 2'2" × ⅝" MSRP $149.95

6' × 2.5' × ⅝" MSRP $239.95

3' × 2' × ⅝" MSRP $129.95

5' × 3' × ⅝" MSRP $249.95
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The Original WellnessMats® 

WellnessMats has quickly become the mat of choice among 
professional and home chefs alike! As in all of our mats, the Original 
smooth surface is incredibly supportive, resilient and feels like heaven 
on your feet. It is easy-to-clean, will never curl or delaminate and, of 
course, it provides unprecedented comfort and relief while you stand.

3'×2' (Brown)

6'×2' (Gray)

6'×3' (Tan)

5'×4' (Burgundy)3.5'x 3.5'x 2'W (Black)

Multiple sizes and colors  
available to fit your home 

Sizes available

3'×2'
6'×2'
6'×3'
5'×4'
3.5'x3.5'×2'

3'×2' Original WellnessMat (Gray) 
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Small enough to be easily transported, yet large enough to 
provide maximum comfort and support, CompanionMat provides 
all of the benefits you have come to count on from WellnessMats. 
The convenience of the CompanionMat provides on-the-go 
functionality. Now you can stand, sit, kneel, and even travel in 
comfort with CompanionMat by WellnessMats.

Stand, Sit, Kneel...

Perfect for: 
• Household Chores
• Landscaping & Gardening
• Spectator Stadium Cushion
• Travel - Fits In Suitcase

Comfort On The Go!

Size available

22"×18"

CompanionMat (Burgundy)

Black

Gray

Burgundy

Tan
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An inspiring breakthrough addition to our WellnessMats family. 
Antique adds a hint of age and sophistication to any of our Motif Mats. 
Using a permanent process, the Antique look offers a charming aged 
feel that suits many classic and transitional interiors. 

Polished comfort, timeless style...

Multiple sizes, colors & styles available  
to fit your home

The Antique Collection includes the following 
patterns:  Bella, with a soft floral design; Entwine, 
a fleur-de-lis pattern; Trellis, a striking soft 
lattice; and Moiré, an interlocking liner pattern.  

Dark Antique on Bella

Sizes available
3'×2'
6'×2'

Dark Antique on Moiré

Light Antique on Linen Dark Antique on Bella

Light Antique on Entwine

Dark Antique on Trellis
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Our soft embossed mats feature beautiful, classic “relief-style” 
patterns that add a refreshing, decorative element to WellnessMats 
(and your home) without sacrificing comfort or performance. Enjoy 
the best of both worlds.

Where comfort meets design

Multiple colors & styles available  
to fit your home
 

The Motif Collection includes the following patterns:  
Bella, with a soft floral design; Entwine, a fleur-de-lis 
pattern; Trellis, a striking soft lattice; Moiré, an 
interlocking liner pattern; and Linen a subtle textured 
pattern of natural-woven linen. 

3'×2' Trellis Motif (Tan)

3'×2' Entwine Motif (Gray)

3'×2' Trellis Motif (Brown)

3'×2' Moiré Motif (Burgundy)

3'×2' Linen Motif (Black) 6'×2' Bella Motif (Tan)

Sizes available 
3'×2'
6'×2'
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Bold comfort
Soft yet strong, our Granite finish lends a permanent decorative 
element to our mats. The Copper, Steel and Emerald finishes are 
perfect for the kitchen, garage, grill, work bench or man-cave.

Multiple sizes, colors & styles available  
to fit your home

3'×2' Granite (Copper)

3'×2' Granite (Emerald)

6'×2' Granite (Steel)

3'×2' Granite (Copper)

GraniteMats bring subtle texture and color to the 
overall collection. Available in Copper, Steel and 
Emerald finishes, our OriginalMat is transformed with 
flecks of color and metallic highlights.

Sizes available 
3'×2'
6'×2'
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The PuzzlePiece Collection is tailored to meet your customers’ 
individual needs. Now they can create the perfectly sized anti-fatigue 
mat by combining our dedicated mat sections to suit the length of 
their space. The puzzle pieces can be easily dismantled for moving 
and cleaning. Create unlimited lengths by keying each 2’ or 3’ wide 
piece together for a perfectly smooth surface.

Creative, customized comfort™...

R-Series 2-Piece Runner Mat Set 
7.5' up to 9.5'
2' and 3' Wide

Additional sizes available  
to customize your needs

L-Series 3-Piece Corner Mat Set
Up to 16 Linear Ft.
2'  and 3' Wide

3' PuzzlePiece R-Series (Brown)

3' PuzzlePiece R-Series (Burgundy) 

3' PuzzlePiece L-Series (Gray) 
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Customize Your Needs
Additional sizes available

Available colors

Black Brown Burgundy Gray
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The Granite PuzzlePiece™ Collection is tailored to meet your 
individual needs. Further take your customization to a new 
bolder comfort with The Granite PuzzlePiece™ Collection. The 
granite look adds a unique decorative style that compliments 
your creative decor.

Color. Comfort. Style. The perfect fit.

R-Series 2-Piece Runner Mat Set 
7.5' up to 9.5' 
2' and 3' Wide

Additional sizes available  
to customize your needs

L-Series 3-Piece Corner Mat Set
Up to 16 Linear Ft.
2'  and 3' Wide

2' PuzzlePiece R-Series (Steel) 

2' PuzzlePiece L-Series (Emerald) 

2' PuzzlePiece L-Series (Copper)
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Customize Your Needs
Additional sizes available

Customize Your Needs
Additional sizes available

Available colors

Copper Emerald Steel
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Designed for comfort and built for strength
Maxum™ Mats are the professionals' choice. They possess all the 
attributes of the WellnessMats® family and are engineered to take 
more abuse. With a textured grip surface, Maxum Mats are perfect 
for use in the garage, workshop, outdoor grilling areas, industrial 
kitchens and rougher work environments.

Multiple sizes and colors available  
to fit your home

5'x3' Maxum (Black)

3'×2' Maxum (Black) 5'×3' Maxum (Gray)

5'×3' Maxum (Black)3'×2' Maxum (Gray)

Sizes available 
3'×2'
5'×3'
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A Sophisticated Blend of Traditional 
and Contemporary Design
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White, an inherently positive color, is associated 
with purity, innocence, light, goodness, safety, 
brilliance, understanding, cleanliness,  beginnings, 
spirituality, possibility, humility, sincerity, softness, 
and perfection. The color white can represent a 
successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts 
faith and purity. 

Driftwood, the elegance of distressed. Distressed 
(or weathered look) in the decorative arts is the 
activity of making a piece of furniture or object 
appear aged and older, giving it a “weathered 
look.” 

The color of Nature

Driftwood White

Red is assertive, daring, energetic, powerful, 
enthusiastic, impulsive, exciting, and aggressive. 
Red represents physical energy, passion, and desire. 
It symbolizes action, confidence, and courage. The 
color red is linked to the most primitive physical, and 
emotional needs of survival and determination.

The color of Nature

Cinnabar Red

Color Trends of 2015
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The color blue represents this freedom. A weightless, 
airy color that often appears in shadings or with 
clouded effects and is never solid. Items with this 
color seem to be floating, almost evaporating into the 
air and seem to have no end and no beginning. 

To make the items we own feel more lightweight, 
blue shades will be used throughout technology, 
sportswear, fashion and home designs. Blue, in 
combination with high-tech lightweight materials, will 
create products that are future-proof, a tactile link to 
a hard-to-define unknown future. — PANTONE.com: Color 
/ Trend Forecasting 

Color Trends of 2015

The color of Elegance

The color of Elegance

Arcadian Blue

Houzz - Metal Mixology
Multiple Metallics Give a Room Layers of Interest
There was a time when mixing metals, whether in 
home decor or jewelry, was considered a faux pas. 
While the idea still meets resistance from some, 
designs that employ a strict rule of not mixing 
metals often fall a bit flat. Whether you choose to 
take a subtle approach by pairing small chrome 
drawer pulls with antiqued bronze doorknobs, 
or go bold by combining an oversized copper 
light fixture with a silvery mirrored table, mixing 
and matching metals is a sure-fire way to bring a 
layered richness to any space.

Precious Metals
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Coastal regions are diverse and ever-changing, 
unbound by constraints that wish to restrict 
them. In like manner, the organic "wash" process 
used in the Coastal Series creates texture that is 
dynamic and unique.

Coastal Series

With over 200 elegant finishes, visit wm-digitalcatalog.com
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Sand Dollar
Driftwood White on Tan Bella

Beach Glass
Driftwood White on Gray Bella

Driftwood
Driftwood White on Brown Bella

Sea Mist
Driftwood White on Black Bella

Sea Shell
Driftwood White on Burgundy Bella

HEX#: EDECEA
CMYK: 6|4|5|0

the Color of White

Driftwood White - Azure (White) is classy and 
elegant in all seasons, fitting in with virtually any 
decor, theme or style. Whether in traditional or 
modern environments, Azure will subtly brighten 
any room with a touch of sophistication.
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HEX#: EDECEA
CMYK: 6|4|5|0

the Color of White

Driftwood White - Azure (White) is classy and elegant in all seasons, 
fitting in with virtually any decor, theme or style. Whether in traditional 
or modern environments, Azure will subtly brighten any room with a 
touch of sophistication.

Sand Dollar
Driftwood White

 on Tan Bella

Beach Glass
Driftwood White 

on Gray Bella

Driftwood 
Driftwood White 
on Brown Bella

Sea Mist 
Driftwood White 

on Black Bella

Sea Shell 
Driftwood White 
on Burgundy Bella

Sand Dollar
Driftwood White 
on Tan Entwine

Beach Glass
Driftwood White 
on Gray Entwine

Driftwood
Driftwood White 

on Brown Entwine

Sea Mist 
Driftwood White 
on Black Entwine

Sea Shell 
Driftwood White 

on Burgundy Entwine

Sand Dollar
Driftwood White 

on Tan Moiré

Beach Glass
Driftwood White 

on Gray Moiré

Driftwood 
Driftwood White 
on Brown Moiré

Sea Mist 
Driftwood White 
on Black Moiré

Sea Shell 
Driftwood White 

on Burgundy Moiré

Sand Dollar
Driftwood White 

on Tan Trellis

Beach Glass
Driftwood White 

on Gray Trellis

Driftwood 
Driftwood White 
on Brown Trellis

Sea Mist 
Driftwood White 

on Black Trellis

Sea Shell 
Driftwood White 

on Burgundy Trellis
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the Color of Red

Cinnabar Red - A mineral that adds uniqueness to the 
mineral color palette. This color is very attractive and 
considered a classic among collectors.

Palm Wood
Cinnabar Red on Gray Bella

Coral
Cinnabar Red on Brown Bella

Coconut
Cinnabar Red on Black Bella

Red Sea
Cinnabar Red on Burgundy Bella

HEX#: E34234
CMYK: 
5|90|89|0

Sunset
Cinnabar Red on Tan Bella
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HEX#: E34234
CMYK: 
5|90|89|0

the Color of Red

Cinnabar Red - A mineral that adds uniqueness to the mineral color palette. 
This color is very attractive and considered a classic among collectors.

Sunset
Cinnabar Red 
on Tan Bella

Palm Wood
Cinnabar Red 
on Gray Bella

Coral
Cinnabar Red 

on Brown Bella

Coconut
Cinnabar Red

 on Brown Bella

Red Sea
Cinnabar Red 

on Burgundy Bella

Sunset
Cinnabar Red 

on Tan Entwine

Palm Wood
Cinnabar Red 

on Gray Entwine

Coral
Cinnabar Red 

on Brown Entwine

Coconut
Cinnabar Red 

on Brown Entwine

Red Sea
Cinnabar Red 

on Burgundy Entwine

Sunset
Cinnabar Red 
on Tan Trellis

Palm Wood
Cinnabar Red 
on Gray Trellis

Coral
Cinnabar Red 

on Brown Trellis

Coconut
Cinnabar Red 

on Brown Trellis

Red Sea
Cinnabar Red 

on Burgundy Trellis

Sunset
Cinnabar Red 
on Tan Moiré

Palm Wood
Cinnabar Red 
on Gray Moiré

Coral
Cinnabar Red 

on Brown Moiré

Coconut
Cinnabar Red 

on Brown Moiré

Red Sea
Cinnabar Red 

on Burgundy Moiré
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the Color of Blue

Arcadian Blue - As one of the regional units of Greece, 
Arcadia is situated in the central and eastern part of 
the Peloponnese peninsula.  
In European Renaissance arts, Arcadia was celebrated 
as an unspoiled and harmonious wilderness.

Oasis
Arcadian Blue on Tan Bella

Harbor
Arcadian Blue on Brown Bella

Midnight Blue
Arcadian Blue on Black Bella

Navy Pier
Arcadian Blue on Burgundy Bella

HEX#: 003153
CMYK: 
99|84|44|48

Lagoon
Arcadian Blue on Gray Bella
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HEX#: 003153
CMYK: 
99|84|44|48

the Color of Blue

Arcadian Blue - As one of the regional units of Greece, Arcadia is  
situated in the central and eastern part of the Peloponnese peninsula.  
In European Renaissance arts, Arcadia was celebrated as an unspoiled  
and harmonious wilderness.

Oasis
Arcadian Blue 
on Tan Moiré

Oasis
Arcadian Blue 
on Tan Trellis

Oasis
Arcadian Blue 
on Tan Bella

Oasis
Arcadian Blue 

on Tan Entwine

Lagoon
Arcadian Blue 
on Gray Moiré

Lagoon
Arcadian Blue 
on Gray Trellis

Lagoon
Arcadian Blue
 on Gray Bella

Lagoon
Arcadian Blue 

on Gray Entwine

Harbor
Arcadian Blue 

on Brown Moiré

Harbor
Arcadian Blue 

on Brown Trellis

Harbor
Arcadian Blue 
on Brown Bella

Harbor
Arcadian Blue 

on Brown Entwine

Midnight Blue
Arcadian Blue 
on Black Moiré

Midnight Blue
Arcadian Blue 
on Black Trellis

Midnight Blue
Arcadian Blue 
on Black Bella

Midnight Blue
Arcadian Blue 

on Black Entwine

Navy Pier
Arcadian Blue 

on Burgundy Moiré

Navy Pier
Arcadian Blue 

on Burgundy Trellis

Navy Pier
Arcadian Blue 

on Burgundy Bella

Navy Pier
Arcadian Blue 

on Burgundy Entwine
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Metallic fixtures and hardware are essential 
components for the luxurious lifestyle; and so 
our Essential Series introduces the elegance of 
soft metallics that are certain to reflect affluent 
standards of living.

Essential Series

With over 200 elegant finishes, visit wm-digitalcatalog.com
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Silver Leaf on Bella Silver Leaf on Moiré

Silver Leaf on Entwine Silver Leaf on Trellis

HEX#: DDDCDC
CMYK: 
12|9|10|0

the Color of Silver

Silver Leaf - Belonging to the class of light tinctures, 
called “metals”, argent is the tincture of silver, being 
applied as silver leaf to coats of arms.Silver Leaf on Bella
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Copper Leaf on Bella Copper Leaf on Moiré

Copper Leaf on Entwine Copper Leaf on Trellis

HEX#: B56834 
CMYK: 
29|68|95|3

the Color of Copper

Copper Leaf - Derived from the meaning “gilded,” 
Copper Leaf is reddish-orange in color and is known 
for its rich and versatile propertiesCopper Leaf on Bella
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Sandstone
Burnished Nickel on Tan Bella

Slate
Burnished Nickel on Gray Bella

Quartz
Burnished Nickel on Brown Bella

Garnet
Burnished Nickel on Burgundy Bella

HEX#: 8A898A
CMYK: 
45|38|37|9

the Color of Nickel

Burnished Nickel - Burnishing is a process that creates 
a matte finish, softening the reflection of light from 
metallic surfaces, thus rendering our traditional Silver 
Leaf to that of a subtle shimmer

Onyx
Burnished Nickel on Black Bella
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HEX#: 8A898A
CMYK: 
45|38|37|9

the Color of Nickel

Burnished Nickel - Burnishing is a process that creates a matte finish, 
softening the reflection of light from metallic surfaces, thus rendering 
our traditional Silver Leaf to that of a subtle shimmer

Sandstone
Burnished Nickel 

on Tan Bella

Sandstone
Burnished Nickel 
on Tan Entwine

Sandstone
Burnished Nickel 

on Tan Trellis

Sandstone
Burnished Nickel 

on Tan Moiré

Slate
Burnished Nickel 

on Gray Bella

Slate
Burnished Nickel 
on Gray Entwine

Slate
Burnished Nickel 

on Gray Trellis

Slate
Burnished Nickel 

on Gray Moiré

Quartz
Burnished Nickel 
on Brown Bella

Quartz
Burnished Nickel 

on Brown Entwine

Quartz
Burnished Nickel 
on Brown Trellis

Quartz
Burnished Nickel 
on Brown Moiré

Onyx
Burnished Nickel 

on Black Bella

Onyx
Burnished Nickel 
on Black Entwine

Onyx
Burnished Nickel 
on Black Trellis

Onyx
Burnished Nickel 
on Black Moiré

Garnet
Burnished Nickel 

on Burgundy Bella

Garnet
Burnished Nickel 

on Burgundy Entwine

Garnet
Burnished Nickel 

on Burgundy Trellis

Garnet
Burnished Nickel 

on Burgundy Moiré
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Aztec Gold - Burnished Gold on Tan Bella Antique Gold
Burnished Gold on Gray Bella

Burnished Copper
Burnished Gold on Brown Bella

Bronze
Burnished Gold on Black Bella

HEX#: B77C40
CMYK: 
24|52|85|9

the Color of Gold

Burnished Gold - Burnishing is a process that creates 
a matte finish, softening the reflection of light from 
metallic surfaces, thus rendering our traditional Gold 
Leaf to that of a subtle shimmer

Rose Gold
Burnished Gold on Burgundy Bella
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HEX#: B77C40
CMYK: 
24|52|85|9

the Color of Gold

Burnished Gold - Burnishing is a process that creates a matte finish, 
softening the reflection of light from metallic surfaces, thus rendering our 
traditional Gold Leaf to that of a subtle shimmer

Aztec Gold 
Burnished Gold 
on Tan Entwine

Aztec Gold 
Burnished Gold 

on Tan Bella

Aztec Gold 
Burnished Gold 

on Tan Trellis

Aztec Gold 
Burnished Gold 

on Tan Moiré

Antique Gold
Burnished Gold 
on Gray Entwine

Antique Gold
Burnished Gold 
on Gray Bella

Antique Gold
Burnished Gold 
on Gray Trellis

Antique Gold
Burnished Gold 
on Gray Moiré

Burnished Copper
Burnished Gold 

on Brown Entwine

Burnished Copper
Burnished Gold 
on Brown Bella

Burnished Copper
Burnished Gold 
on Brown Trellis

Burnished Copper
Burnished Gold 
on Brown Moiré

Bronze
Burnished Gold 

on Black Entwine

Bronze
Burnished Gold 
on Black Bella

Bronze
Burnished Gold 
on Black Trellis

Bronze
Burnished Gold 
on Black Moiré

Rose Gold
Burnished Gold 

on Burgundy Entwine

Rose Gold
Burnished Gold 

on Burgundy Bella

Rose Gold
Burnished Gold 

on Burgundy Trellis

Rose Gold
Burnished Gold 

on Burgundy Moiré
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WellnessMats® Warranty and Care
You stand on it, we stand behind it.

Warranty
Only WellnessMats offers the most comprehensive "Best In Class" 7-year performance warranty. With our extensive and proven 
track record in commercial environments, we can confidently stand behind this guarantee. Besides normal manufacturer defects, 
WellnessMats warrants that all mats will:

Remain Unmatched In Comfort
 Standing is believing®. WellnessMats provide the optimum in comfort and relief. The ¾" Advanced Polyurethane Technology 
(APT)™ polyurethane composite effectively suspends body weight reducing impact on the back, legs, and feet, while encouraging 
proprioception (rebalancing). This exclusive advantage results in unmatched and consistent comfort for a minimum of 7 years. 

Will Always Remain Flat
The 20-degree, gradually beveled edges of a WellnessMat will never roll up, which prevents dangerous trip hazards. Distinctive 
to WellnessMats,  our Advanced Polyurethane Technology includes 100% memory properties, meaning the mat is cured flat 
and will always remain flat.

Never Delaminate
 The unique one-piece construction of the WellnessMat eliminates the need for glues or toxic bonding agents that often break 
down in time. Our mats will never separate, bubble up, ripple, or tear as a result of broken down glues. 

Never Compress
WellnessMats have an unprecedented immediate-recovery (bounce back) and are guaranteed to never lose their form. The 
one-piece APT polyurethane construction will not compress (squish down) creating dangerous high and low spots or lose 
resiliency. This results in consistent comfort, even where the most frequent standing occurs. 

Never Wear Through
Our advanced designs protect against high traffic erosion. Deterioration is greatly reduced with our premium polyurethane 
products. 

Maintenance and Cleaning
Designed to provide comfort and well-being, WellnessMats require little to no special care. Clean it as you would your floor.  It can be 
spot cleaned, swept, stick vacuumed (non-brushrolled) or mopped as needed. Most spills can easily be cleaned with a towel. For more 
difficult stains, WellnessMats can be cleaned with mild soap and water.

Product Overview and Guidelines
With over 15 years of experience producing polyurethane products, WellnessMats are proudly and completely made in the USA. We 
comply with all stringent US regulations and guidelines, ensuring that the quality and materials are of the highest standard. All of our 
products are made from 100% pure polyurethane. Unlike many of our competitors, plasticizers or fillers that can be harmful or cause 
chemical reactions with flooring are not found in WellnessMats. Although extremely rare, our company research has discovered that 
some types of flooring that contain raw materials such as linseed oil may have a tendency to slightly discolor when covered.  Similar 
results may occur with floors that may be sealed with  non-urethane based sealers. It is our recommendation that customers contact 
their floor supplier to learn more about their finish. WellnessMats, LLC is not responsible for any reaction between our products and 
floors.

WellnessMats are sealed on both top and bottom, making them water resistant. It is important that care is taken to ensure a floor is 
completely dry before a WellnessMat is put in place. To help prevent mat movement, periodically clean the bottom of your WellnessMat. 
For more information, visit our website or call Customer Service.

Enjoy your WellnessMats for many years to come!

Customer Service
For more information, visit our website www.wellnessmats.com or call  
Customer Service at (800) 981-4979.
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What is Advanced Polyurethane Technology (APT)?

APT stands for Advanced Polyurethane Technology - WellnessMats’ revolutionary and proprietary engineered material 
system. It is the key to WellnessMats comfort, performance, and longevity. APT allows our thick elastomeric and resilient 
core to permanently bond with our thin abrasion/stain/microbial resistant outer layer because both are made from the 
same cross-linked polyurethane molecules. The molecules bond (permanently) using a process called thermosetting. What 
APT means for you is that the comfort and longevity of our mats are permanently locked into every fiber; they will never  
de-laminate or curl at the edges. This ensures that WellnessMats will last a minimum life expectancy of seven years.

The core of APT is polyurethane – the premium standard for anti-fatigue mats. It is more expensive than other commonly 
used materials, but it provides exceptional value over time. Thus, giving WellnessMats an extended life-cycle making 
them environmentally friendly, since the need to dispose and/or replace is infrequent. Unlike mats made of foams, gels, 
or even knock-off polyurethane, WellnessMats are resistant to almost everything and do not lose their ‘bounce’ over time. 
Many of our competitors’ products wear through or lose their bounce within the first year of use. There are thousands of 
materials and solutions on the market today, but only one has been engineered with special physical properties for your 
permanent comfort. That is the value of our engineered APT system.

Years of advanced material engineering have gone into making WellnessMats. The technology associated with our APT 
formulation equals comfort, performance, and value – to provide you, our customers with the ultimate in comfort and  
well-being.

Our APT and revolutionary design guarantees the following under normal conditions:

• Exceptional comfort - Standing is believing®...

• Will always remain flat - gradually tapered edges reduce trip hazards (due to design & cross-link technology)

• Anti-microbial - by design…inherent in our material formulation

• Permanent shock absorption and recovery (consistent ‘bounce-back’ every time)

• Abrasion, slip and wear resistance (mat travel is reduced and will not show wear and tear)

• Stain and chemical resistance

• Enhanced material stability in wet areas

• Contain no plasticizers, and thus will not leach over time (no noxious smells or bad chemicals)

• UV stability for brighter areas of your home

• Flame resistant up to 400(f) degrees

• Puncture and tear resistance

• ‘Extended life-cycle’ guarantee – keeping the material out of the landfills and are 100% recyclable.

• Our APT allows us to offer the industry’s longest and most comprehensive performance warranty of 7 years.
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Celebrity Chefs’ Testimonials:

Off Da Hook
“I use my kitchen at home like I use my kitchen at the restaurant, 
but never had a mat that worked, til now! WellnessMats are 
off da hook.”

- Guy Fieri

Best Mats!
“WellnessMats...best mats on the planet”

- Tim Love 

Awesome!
“WellnessMats are so awesome! Really, I want to sleep on 
them they are so awesome!”

- Dale Levitski

Zen Experience
“The WellnessMat is a Zen experience. It’s so nice on your legs. 
When people come over and stand on my mat while cooking 
with me, they say, ‘Whoa, I don’t want to leave here!’”

- Sara Moulton

Great Product
The WellnessMats are an answer to my prayers. My back and feet 
are so bad it was difficult to stand and work in my kitchen on a tile 
floor. The mats make life a lot easier for me!

Absolutely Wonderful
Well worth the price! I have tile floors and a hip problem. Standing 
on this mat makes all the difference! This is the best money I have 
spent for a long time. I wish they offered it in a darker blue color, 
but they don't, so I went with the gray and it turned out to be a 
bluish gray which works just fine in my kitchen. Now I wish the 
whole floor was covered with this mat!

I also chose this one because it's non toxic, no offgassing and  
BPA free!

Love, Love, Love WellnessMats!!!
My feet would be lost in my kitchen without my WellnessMats! 
I have the 5'x4' and it works perfectly so I can be at my counter, 
stove or sink and still be on my mat. I have the 6'x2' Bella in my 
bathroom and it feels so good in the morning and relieves my  
foot that has arthritis, and it's pretty too.
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About WellnessMats®

In today’s marketplace, more than ever, consumers are aware of the 
importance of living a healthy lifestyle. Every form of media promotes 
this meaningful message and important products that support it. At 
WellnessMats, we are proud to be a significant part of this “Healthy Way of 
Life” campaign, and to manufacture products that truly make a difference. 

For over 15 years, as the manufacturer, we have been successfully addressing 
the ergonomic concerns of many industries with our commercial brand, 
Smart Step. We are the mat of choice for Homeland Security and TSA, and 
our use is widely advocated by healthcare professionals. Our products are 
commonly used in the hospitality, industrial, medical and health & spa 
industries, among others.

Our philosophy is simple; if we can successfully address the health and 
safety concerns of millions of Americans in the workforce, then we can 
surely extend our expertise to consumers in many home settings. 

At WellnessMats, we believe in doing things right. From innovation and 
continuous technological advancements to creative marketing and media 
campaigns, the foundation of our company is built on integrity and honesty. 
Being the manufacturer, we know every mat that is shipped, regardless 
of the account or customer, and every order is handled with the same 
commitment, care and concern. 

Made In America

As a USA-based manufacturer, we will never compromise our products, values, or integrity by looking for shortcuts. Many 
companies are enticed by the cheaper raw materials, unskilled labor, and the lack of stringent regulations when importing from 
overseas. However, at WellnessMats, we strongly believe in producing the highest quality products, abiding by U.S. Government 
instilled guidelines, supporting our economy, and keeping jobs in America.  

From Our President

“When we started manufacturing our premium APT flooring products, we had no idea of the tremendous impact we would 
have on countless lives. The thousands of astonishing testimonials have and will continue to encourage us. Not many companies 
are fortunate enough to be a part of such an inspirational, well-being movement. In exchange for your overwhelming support, 
we at WellnessMats will never compromise our values and commitment to exceptional quality.“

“It has never been our vision to be the biggest, just the best!”
- Daniel J. Bouzide, Founder and President of WellnessMats
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